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EXISTING AND PLANNED SUPPLY AND DISPOSAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE - WASTE WATER AND SOLID WASTEWP 1.1 existing and planned supply and disposal infrastructure - waste water and solid waste

Kigali 

Da Nang

PHU Loc WWTP
capacity 33.000 m3/day

Son Tra WWTP
capacity: 15.000 m3/day

Hoa Cuong WWTP
capacity: 36.000 m3/day

Ngu Hanh Son WWTP
capacity: 11.500 m3/day

120 tricycles 

68 compactor 
trucks

existing solid waste 
transport equipment

Khan Son landfill

Da Nang I Sector waste water for the Project Rapid Planning task 1.1,  by TU Berlin, Katharina Lindschulte,  sources dwg files "dawaco", "waste_water_system" and "drainage_system" Da Nang gathered by ifakaerial pictures and Golo Peters, 2017, masterthesis on integrated modell water supply and wastewater Da Nang, Ostfalia , Jica DaCRISS, 2013, Figure 8.4.1, M 1:75.000  UTM N49,   25.08.2017
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"The combined drainage system in Danang includes storm 

water drainage and sewerage systems. The drainage system is 
developed only in the city center due to the limited budget. Even 

then only the trunk lines were set up. In addition, the 

development of the drainage system in the emerging urban 
areas is completely delayed. Not only facilities, but also the land 

level for the area was not designed to prevent flooding."

DaCriss Situation Analysis, p.8-9
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55 - 75 trucks arrive 
at the landfill daily

Kigali I Sector waste water for the Project Rapid Planning Task 1.1, deliverable D 1.2 by TU Berlin, Katharina Lindschulte, David Aerni  source: WREM project on hybrid treatment ponds 2013; Kigali Master Plan; OSM Contributers; geodata processing supported by Uni Tübingen M 1:75.000, DIN-A 2, georeferencing UTM S36 29.6.2017
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Kigali Master Plan
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